MEDICAL SERVICES IN ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA

The U.S. Consulate General in St. Petersburg assumes no responsibility for the professional ability or reputation of the persons or medical facilities whose names appear on the following list. This information sheet was revised in November 2015, and is subject to change without notice. If you notice any inaccuracies, please inform the American Citizen Services Unit so that we can update this information.

Western medical care in St. Petersburg can be expensive and difficult to obtain, and may not be comprehensive. Some facilities offer quality services, but many restrict services to normal business hours and/or to members or persons willing to pay for services in advance. Acceptance of insurance in lieu of prepayment is rare. Most patients pay in cash and apply for reimbursement from their insurance companies upon their return to the United States. The Russian national medical system provides emergency care that, while officially free of charge, may be of a quality that ranges from uncomfortable to unacceptable. Moreover, Russian doctors often demand payment for disposable needles, medications, and some services. Medical evacuation to another country is an expensive option and may cost between $5,000 and $100,000; the Consulate strongly urges travelers to Russia to purchase overseas medical insurance that includes coverage for hospitalization and medical evacuation.

In the event of an emergency, the U.S. Consulate General will try to assist in arranging medical care for U.S. citizens. For assistance, please call 331-2600.

* Indicates English is spoken.

EMERGENCY TREATMENT IN ST. PETERSBURG

ST. PETERSBURG CITY AMBULANCE
Dial 03 from any telephone (Russian language only).
The following ambulance services are much better equipped and staffed than the city ambulance:

AMC
*Tel.: 740-2090 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

EUROMED
*Tel.: 327-0301 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

THE INTERNATIONAL CLINIC MEDEM
*Tel.: 336-3333 (24 hours)/336-3336
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER “SOGAZ”
*Tel.: 406-8803 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

EMC
Tel.: 777-7703 (24 hours)
Pobedy str. 17
www.EMCclinic.ru
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CORIS ASSISTANCE
Tel.: 327-1313 (24 hours)
Chugunnaya St., 46
www.coris-spb.ru

SKANDINAVIA (AVA-PETER)
Tel.: 600-7777 (24 hours)
Liteyny pr. 55-a
www.avaclinic.ru

MEDICAL EVACUATION FROM ST. PETERSBURG

AMC
*Tel.: 740-2090 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS & CLINICS below)

EUROMED
*Tel.: 327-0301 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

THE INTERNATIONAL CLINIC MEDEM
*Tel.: 336-3333 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER “SOGAZ”
*Tel.: 406-8803 (24 hours)
(See HOSPITALS and CLINICS below)

AMR AIR AMBULANCE
8001 South Interport Blvd., Ste. 250
Englewood, CO 80112
24 Hour Dispatch Center Tel: (800) 424-7060 U.S. toll free; international: 01 (720) 875-9182
www.amr-airambulance.com

AMERICAN CARE AIR AMBULANCE
24 Hour Air-Evacuation Emergency Service
8775 Aero Dr., Suite #120
San Diego, CA 92123
*Tel.: (858) 627-0515, 1 800-941-2582 Toll free (US and Canada); Fax: (858) 627-0534
www.americancareairambulance.com

US AIR AMBULANCE
Global Air Response
*Tel.: 001-941-556-6717. Toll-free: 800-948-1214 (U.S.)
http://usairambulance.net/index.php

HOSPITALS & CLINICS

AMERICAN MEDICAL CLINIC
*Tel.: 740-2090 (24 hours)
Fax: 310-4664
Moika emb. 78
www.amclinic.ru

Medical costs are considerably higher than those charged by Russian hospitals and clinics. The AMC offers 24-hour doctor availability, house calls, and emergency care. Dentistry, pharmacy and laboratory services are available on site. The majority of Russian doctors have received Western training. They have multilingual speaking staff.
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EUROMED CLINIC
Suvorovsky Pr. 60
*Tel.: 327-0301 (24 hours)
Fax: 327-0301
www.euromed.ru

Medical costs are considerably higher than those charged by Russian hospitals and clinics. Euromed offers 24-hour doctor availability, house calls, and emergency care. Dentistry, pharmacy and laboratory services are available on site. The majority of Russian doctors have received Western training. They have multilingual speaking staff and are located near Smolnyy cathedral.

THE INTERNATIONAL CLINIC MEDEM
Marata St. 6 (metro Mayakovskaya)
*Tel.: 336-3333 (24 hours)
Fax: 336-3334
www.medem.ru

Medical costs are considerably higher than those charged by Russian hospitals and clinics. The International Clinic “Medem” offers 24-hour doctor availability, house calls, and emergency care. Dentistry, pharmacy and laboratory services are available on site. The majority of Russian doctors have received Western training. They have multilingual speaking staff.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER “SOGAZ”
Malaya Konyushennaya St. 8
*Tel.: 406-8888 (24 hours)
Fax: 406-8887
www.sogaz-clinic.ru

Medical costs are considerably higher than those charged by Russian hospitals and clinics. International Medical Center “Sogaz” offers 24-hour doctor availability, house calls, and emergency care. Dentistry, pharmacy and laboratory services are available on site.

SKANDINAVIA (AVA-PETER)
Liteyny Pr. 55-a,
Tel/Fax.: 600-7777
www.avaclinic.ru

EMERGENCY HOSPITAL named after Dzhanelidze (metro Bukharestskaya or Mezhdunarodnaya)
Budapeshtskaya St. 3A
Inquiries, Tel.: 705-2970/384-4670
Admissions, Tel.: 705-5532
http://www.emergency.spb.ru

MODERN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CLINICS
Moskovskiy Pr. 22 (metro Tekhnologicheskiy Institut)
Rimskogo-Korsakova St. 87
Tel/Fax: 777-9777
www.clinic-complex.ru
This is an outpatient clinic. Some of the staff speaks English.

PIROGOV CLINIC
Bolshoy Pr. 51, V.O.
Tel.: 320-7000
Fax: 328-4634
www.pirogovclinic.ru

HOSPITAL #122 (metro Ozerki)
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Hospital #122 has some high-tech, Western equipment not found at other facilities. Many foreigners are referred to hospital #122 for complex diagnostics and emergency surgery.

HOSPITAL #31 (Center for Advanced Medical Technologies)
Dinamo Pr. 3, Krestovskiy Island (metro Chkalovskaya)
Admissions, Tel.: 235-1202
Inquiries, Tel.: 235-1104
www.spbsverdlovka.ru

MILITARY MEDICAL ACADEMY HOSPITAL (metro Finlyandskiy vokzal)
Academika Lebedeva St. 6
Inquiries, Tel.: 542-2091
www.vmeda.org

BOTKIN HOSPITAL (metro Pl. Vosstaniya)
Mirgorodskaya St. 3
Inquiries, Tel.: 717-1668
Admissions, Tel.: 717-4691
www.botkina.ru

This hospital specializes in the treatment of infectious diseases.

HOSPITAL #20 (metro Moskovskaya)
Gastello St. 21
Admissions, Tel.: 708-4813
Inquiries, Tel.: 708-4033
www.hospital20.spb.ru

Many foreigners are taken here to treat sudden illnesses.

HOSPITAL #26 (metro Moskovskaya)
Kostyushko St. 2
Admissions, Tel.: 415-1940
Inquiries, Tel.: 415-1888
www.hospital26.ru

MARIINSKAYA HOSPITAL (metro Maykovskaya)
Liteyny Pr. 56
Admissions, Tel.: 275-7193/605-0303
Inquiries, Tel.: 275-7446
www.mariin.ru

POLYCLINIC #80 - EYE CLINIC (Trauma section, 24 hrs)
Liteiniy Pr. 25 (metro Maykovskaya)
Inquiries, Tel.: 272-7834

PHARMACIES

"Farmadom" pharmacies
Zagorodny Pr. 21
Tel.: 315-2743 (24 hours)
www.farmadom.ru
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“PetroFarm” pharmacy
Nevsky Pr. 22/24
Tel.: 314-5401 (24 hours)
http://www.petropharm6.webapteka.ru/

“PetroFarm” pharmacy
Zaharievskaya St. 25/7
Tel.: 579-1903

Pharmacy “Leca-farm”
Chaikovskogo St. 50
Tel.: 273-3212
http://www.lekafarm.ru/

Pharmacy
Vosstanya St. 55
Tel.: 244-3408 (24 hours)
www.apteka-pp.ru

Pharmacy
Kirochnaya St. 8
Tel.: 324-4400
www.apteka-pp.ru

DENTISTS

AMC
Moika Emb. 78
*Tel.: 740-2090

EUROMED CLINIC
Suvorovskiy Pr. 60
*Tel.: 327-0301

THE INTERNATIONAL CLINIC MEDEM
Marata St. 6 (metro Maykovskaya)
*Tel.: 336-3333

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER “SOGAZ”
Malaya Konyushennaya St. 8
*Tel.: 406-8888

SKANDINAVIA (AVA-PETER)
Liteyny Pr. 55-a, Tel.: 600-7777

Astra
Moyka Emb. 51
Tel.: 331-6666
www.astraclinic.ru

Dentomed
Suvorovskiy Pr. 9
Tel.: 710-7149 (24 hours)
www.dentomed-spb.ru

MEDI
12 Clinics in St. Petersburg
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*Tel.: 324-0002  
Suvorovsky Pr. 57  
7 days a week, 24 hours  
www.emedi.ru

**Mediana**  
Kupchinskaya St. 34/1  
Tel.: 452-9899  
www.mediana.ru

**Raden**  
Tel.: 644-0020  
Leninskiy Pr. 116  
Tel.: 677-6708  
Nevskiy Pr. 173  
Tel.: 677-6709  
Pr. Engelsa 58  
Tel.: 677-6710  
www.raden.ru

**Stoma**  
15 Clinics in St. Petersburg  
Nevskiy Pr. 163  
Tel.: 717-5770  
www.ctoma.ru

**Tari**  
Furshtatskaya St. 31  
Tel.: 272-2035 or 273-1210  
www.tari-spb.ru

**Veronika**  
Savushkina St. 8, Korpus 2  
Tel.: 777-7709  
www.veronica.ru

**ST. PETERSBURG SERVICES**  
Location service for  
St.Petersburg city ambulance  
Tel.: 573-6666